My life at UNLV

I came here very late, and I also submitted my application late in July. However, when I taught I am won't know what to do and how to start in this university, nice people came to give me a helping hand. One of them is Dr. Vicki Holmes who advised me, enrolled me in classes and made me feel part of the ELC Family.

Before the Fall semester started she told me that I need to do an English test in order to see my English level. After, she listen my story and what made me choose UNLV. As a result, she said if I want to excel I'm here, I have to know very well to speak and write the academic English. She enrolled me in the ESL classes for the first semester, but she allowed me to take two major classes which was wonderful.

Starting the Fall semester after I just arrived in the US was very exciting for me. My whole semester with four ESL classes and another two major classes went very well.
I improved dramatically significantly my English level, the teachers made me feel like a part of a family, and we had a lot of extracurricular activities. So, as far as I didn't know anybody else in here the ESL family helped me a lot.

somewhere

wow I am in Eng 113 that it is myself with ENG 101. This class helps and understands the needs of an International Student. Our teacher cares about us, explains, and he is with everything that is unclear for us, and he is very patient. However, I heard that ENG 101 is not the same. The classes are very big, and they don't care if your English is your second language.

All in all, I don't know how my life at UNLV will be, it would have been without the ELC family, and without the Vicky Holmes help.